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Abstract. Content Centric Networking is a new type of network architecture, which is developed
for the scalability and content distribution of the TCP/IP protocol over the Internet. Each node in the
network has the ability of data caching, intermediate nodes and content providers can response to
content request. The strategy of content caching is a core issue of the content centric networking. If
the data of higher access possibility are preloaded into the cache node, the delay of data request will
be reduced. In this paper, a correlation based cache preloading algorithm in Content Centric
Networking is purposed. Based on the analysis of user's access behavior, the relationship among the
data fragments is described by relevancy. Simulation experiment shows that the proposed algorithm
can reduce the delay time of data request by about 9.57% in the case of data fragments with high
correlation.
1 Introduction
With the continuous development of the Internet applications, TCP/ IP-based network exposes
more and more drawbacks. Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [1] is a new network architecture,
which focused on the scalability and content distribution and other issues of the TCP / IP based
Internet, aimed for solve the current problems. CCN provides a possible technology roadmap in the
network, has become a hot topic in the future of the network [2].
CCN redesign the methods of network routing, caching, security, etc., in content-centered style.
Contents are named in the CCN network. Instead of IP address, content name is used as the network
traffic identification, and it is addressable and routable. Each node in CCN network has the ability
of data caching, and cached data can be reused. Contents of the cache becomes one of the core issue
of CCN [2]. The research of CCN network cache technology mainly involves the allocation of
cache capacity strategy, cache replacement strategy, cache utilization strategy and cache placement
strategy [3-6]. At present, CCN is commonly used in the cache strategy along the way [7]. Since the
nodes have data caching capabilities in the CCN, both the intermediate node and the content
provider can respond to the content request, and the consumer who is interested in the same content
can share the request and respond to all requests at the same time, so that the response time and the
network traffic can be reduced.
Acharya first proposed the cache preloading technique. Preloading is based on speculation of the
data that will be used by the users. For those who have high possibility to access, the cache node
can download it in advance to its own cache for the convenient in the future; To theoretically
analyze and compare the cache and preloading combined with only the performance of the cache,
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the literature [8] uses stochastic Petri net to describe the combination of caching and pre-fetching,
which proved that the combination of caching and pre-fetching is better than use caching
technology only, can effectively reduce the average delay and improve server throughput. The
pre-fetching technique is a supplement to the cache technology, which can also be called active
caching technology, makes the utilization of limited network resources reasonably [9].
2 RELATED WORK
As an important application in the web, people have done more research on web caching and
web preloading in web systems. Many people tend to visit the same hot information [10][11]. Based
on the popular preloading algorithm, the server may have some pages that are more popular with
users than other pages [12], and the hotspot based pre-load algorithm gathers users' requests through
proxy server. When the user access is relatively concentrated, the web access hot, obviously by
preloading pages have higher hit ratio, the effectiveness of the algorithm is better. However, the
algorithm does not consider the user's specific access process, and cannot predict the next request in
one visit based on the previous requests of the user, so the continuous access of the user cannot get
a better response.
Preloading think based on link, the user's next request is typically from the current access page,
so you can shorten the response time to the user's subsequent request by preloading some of the
links on the current page [13]. However, there are more links on the web page, and each link on the
preloaded web page leads to lower preload rate. However, there are more links on the web page,
and each link on the preloaded web page leads to lower preload rate. Based on the preload of the
link, the user's next request generally comes from the link of the current access page. Therefore, it is
possible to shorten the response time rate of the user's subsequent requests by preloading some links
on the current page [13], so as to shorten the response time of subsequent requests to the user
utilization, but significantly increased the network traffic, literature [14] joined some historical
information to help choose the preloading high possibility be user access link. This algorithm is
easy to implement, and it treats every link on the page equally, but the preload utilization is low.
The method of pre-loading based on data mining is to exploit potential rules from the access path
of a large number of users, based on these rules to predict the Web pages that users will visit, and
preload it on this prediction. Some researchers have explored the rules of preloading based on user's
access behavior, but the current study does not reach a consistent conclusion. Some studies suggest
that sequential data mining is more suitable for Web preloading [15]. In other studies, sequential
data mining is more suitable for Web preloading [16][17], and sequential data mining is more
suitable for personalized recommendation.
Cache theory and related optimization techniques have been studied in the CDN, Web and P2P
cache systems. The study shows that the caching and preloading of data with high access
probability can effectively reduce the request delay time [11,18-26]. However, the cache system of
CDN, Web and P2P is usually located in the application layer and in the form of a dedicated closed
system, which is difficult to realize the sharing of cache objects between different applications due
to the inconsistency of the sealing of communication protocol and the method of cache object
naming.
Unlike traditional networks, CCN is a content oriented network structure that places content at
the core of the content. It is based on unified content identification for content routing and caching
decisions, which can effectively implement the sharing of cache resources between different
application types in the network. The cache presents new features of closed caching systems such as
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Web, P2P and CDN, which are different from traditional ones. In addition, new challenges are
proposed for traditional caching theory, model and optimization methods. The new features of the
cache in CCN network are mainly reflected in the transparency of the cache, the caching of the
ubiquitous and the cache, and the granularity of the cache.
Cache is one of the core issues of CCN network, and if it can be effectively combined with the
cache, it can improve the cache hit ratio. Preloading to research the main problem is how to choose
the store to the local data, the content of the preloading is usually determined by the user's behavior.
So the first thing to statistical user's access behavior, find the user access patterns, based on the
forecast preloading model to guide the preloading of the next step work.
3 Cache Preloading Algorithm Based on the Data correlation
In the CCN network, there may be some logical relationship between the data fragments, for
example, the logical relationship between the data slices that make up a video will be closer. When
the user requests the data of the previous part of the video after the fragmentation, the subsequent
data fragments are requested, and if the subsequent data can be preloaded in advance of the cache
closer to the user according to the logical relationship of the data fragmentation, the delay of the
data request can be reduced Time to improve the user experience.
3.1 Definition and calculation of the relevance
In order to measure the possibility that some data slices are requested by other data fragments
after being requested by the same node, we use the correlation to represent, as defined below:
Definition (relevancy) : for a set of data shards{D|d1,d2,d3,…,dk,…，k=1,2,3,…}, when the data
slice di is requested by a node, the data sub-disc dj、……、dj+m is the possibility of successive
requests by the same node, we call this possibility the degree of correlation between the data
fragments, The possibility that dj、……、dj+m has been requested by the same node again, we call
this probability of the correlation between the data shards, with using P (di, dj,…, dj+m) said that this
correlation can be measured by the conditional probability.
Thus, if the correlation between the data slice di and the data slices dj、……、dj+m is high (a
threshold value T can be set, when P (di, dj,…, dj+m)>T, The data request dj、……、dj+m is cached in
advance if the caching node caches the data slice di , if the data requesting node requests the data
fragments dj、……、dj+m , The data fragment is provided near by the cache node without having to
request it in the data source node, thereby reducing the delay time of the request.
In this paper, the conditional probability is used to represent the correlation between the data
slices,According to the conditional probability:
(1)
P(D)=P(d1,d2,d3,…,dn)=P(d1).P(d2|d1).P(d3|d1,d2).P(d4|d1,d2,d3)…..P(dn|d1,d2,d3,…,dn-1)
Where P(d1) is the probability of occurrence of d1 data slices, P(d2|d1) is the probability of
occurrence of data slice d1 in the case where known data slice d2 appears. In this paper, we
approximate the behavior of the data slices according to the user's access behavior. Therefore, we
need to record the user's access behavior and calculate the correlation between the data fragments
according to the user's access behavior.
In order to calculate the above-mentioned conditional probability, it is necessary to establish a
statistical model based on the user's request behavior for the data fragments{D|d1,d2,d3,…,dk,…，
k=1,2,3,…}, but according to Formula (1) to establish the statistical model and the calculation of
the conditions are more complex probability. In order to reduce the computational complexity, this
paper assumes that the probability of data fragmentation di is only related to the previous data slice
di-1, so that, according to the Markov hypothesis:
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P(D)= P(d1,d2,d3,…,dn ) = P (d1) .P(d2|d1). P(d3|d2). P(d4|d3). … . P(dn|dn-1)
(2)
P(d1): Suppose that the number of requests for the data fragment set {D|d1,d2,d3…dk…，
k=1,2,3,…} is always N times, d1 the number of requests for the f(d1) times, then:
(3)
P (d1)= f(d1)/N
P (di|dj): If there are a large number of data fragmentation request records, the number of times
f(di) is counted separately, and the number of times di and dj are requested, respectively, the number
of times f(di, dj):
P (di|dj)= f(di)/ f(di, dj)
(4)
The data fragmentation di may be related to the preceding two, three, or even more data slices.
To make the degree of relevance more realistic to reflect the degree of closeness between the data
slices, it can be assumed that the probability of data fragmentation di With the first two data
fragments di-1 and di-2, so that according to the Markov hypothesis there are:
P(D)=P(d1,d2,d3,…,dn) = P(d1).P(d2|d1).P(d3|d1,d2).P(d4|d2,d3).….P(dn|dn-2,dn-1)
(5)
Formula (2) corresponding to the user access behavior statistical model known as the binary
model, formula (5) corresponding to the user access behavior statistical model called the ternary
model. In the above calculation, the collection of user access behavior is the basis, so when the
number of users access is huge, according to the ternary model to collect user access behavior than
in accordance with the binary model to pay a greater cost.
3.2 Node type in the network
In order to facilitate the description of cache and preload algorithm, in this paper, if there are the
following network topology:

Figure 1 Network topology
In this paper, according to the role of the network nodes are divided into the following types:
3.2.1 Intermediate node
No client directly connected to the network node, as shown in Figure 1 F, E, B and so on. The
main function of the intermediate node is to forward the packets in the CNN network and cache the
data according to the cache and preload algorithm.
3.2.2 Network edge node
In this paper, there is a network node directly connected with the client, such as D, H, and G in
figure 1. There are two main functions of network edge nodes: first, the statistics and the access
behavior of directly connected clients, and the second is the function of forwarding packet message
and caching. The data that is not cached by the intermediate node will be cached on the network
edge node, and the associated data is preloaded according to the preload algorithm; In order to
calculate the client's access behavior, the user behavior statistics table (according to the binary
model statistics) is required in the network edge node.
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Table 1 User Behavior Statistics
Previous Content Name
Next Content Name
Statistic times
/amazon.com/videos/mpg /_v/s0 /amazon.com/videos/mpg /_v/s1
5
…….
……
The previous content name in the table and next content name are the content name information
of the two Interest packets sent by the same client successively, and the statistic times is the number
of times that the two data slices are successively requested. For the convenience of the statistics, on
the edge of the network node, the client and for each port is directly connected to create a queue,
port for each Interest received packet, put the Interest of packet Content Name into the
corresponding queue, each queue can store two (dual model according to the statistics) or three (by
three yuan statistics) model of the port has recently received Interest packet, the Content of a
message name information, when there is new content name into the queue, according to statistics
the information in the queue to find if there is a match record, the record in the statistics of Statistic
times add 1, or add a record in the statistical tables and the Statistic times initialized to 1.
The network edge node periodically sends the statistical result to the data source node, which
provides the basis for the data source node to calculate the correlation between the data fragments.
The network edge node empties the user behavior statistics table every time the statistical result is
sent to the data source node.
3.2.3 Data source node
The data source node is responsible for sending the data packet to the requester. At the same
time, the user behavior statistics table is established in the data source node. When the data packet
is received by the network edge node, the data node is sent to the data source node. When the
statistical information is sent, the statistical information of the edge node of the network is merged
with its own user behavior statistics table, and the correlation between the data fragments in the data
source node is calculated according to equation (2).
3.3 Packet format
In order to distinguish different types of packets in the network, it is convenient to send the user
access behavior statistics in the network, and to facilitate the cache node according to the degree of
data between the pre-load, this article adds a statistical update message (Statistical Update Packet
(SUP)), and the CCN in the original interest packet and data packets was modified.
3.3.1 Interest packet and data packet

Figure 2 Interest Packet
Figure 3 Data Packet
Interest Packet Interest message is mainly added Type field, used to distinguish the Packet type
in the network, other fields and the original CCN in the same Interest Packet, the working
mechanism is basically the same.
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In the data packet, the type field is used to distinguish the message type in the network. The
cache flag field is used to identify whether the data has been buffered. The initial value is 0, which
is changed to 1 when the Data Packet is buffered. P(dk,…,dn) field is the degree of correlation of the
data fragment set D={dk,…,dn}, and the D field is a data slice with a high correlation (correlation
greater than the threshold) of the requested data slice and the latter two items are used to reply the
interest message to the data source. At the same time, the data fragment name and the correlation
degree with the highest degree of response data fragmentation are also issued, which provides the
basis for the cache node to preload the data. The processing mechanism of the data packet is
roughly the same as that of the original CCN. The difference is that when the node decides to cache
the received data fragments, the cache node needs to set the cache flag cache flag in the data packet,
The node needs to judge whether it needs to preload other data slices according to D={dk,…,dn} and
P(dk,…,dn) in the data packet. If the preload is required, the caching node according to the data
provided in D={dk,…,dn} Information preloads the relevant data fragments.
3.3.2 Statistical update packet
In order to facilitate the transmission of user access behavior between the network edge node
and the data source node, this paper designs the statistical update packet message as shown in Fig. 4,
This type of message is sent by the network edge node to the data source node. The data source
node is responsible for merging the received statistics with the original statistics and recalculating
the correlation between the data fragments in the data source.

Figure 4 Statistical Update Packet(SUP)
Among them, type is the packet message type, Nonce is the random number, and Time Stamp
is the time stamp, used to record the statistical update message (SUP) sending time, Data source for
the data source identification, count data for the statistics.
3.4 Cooperative cache preloading algorithm based on data relevance
3.4.1 Data cache
In order to minimize the cache data between the cache nodes, save the cache space and let the
cache data as far as possible from the user node, when there are multiple ports through a network
node forwarding the same data fragment of the Interest packet, then the network nodes cache the
requested data fragmentation then the network the node caches the requested data fragment. For
example, as shown in Fig. 1, when H and G forward the Interest packet for the same data fragment
by F, the node F buffers the requested data slice, and E does not cache the data. In order to simplify
the design, save the cache space, in this paper simply based on the cache node PIT to determine
whether there are multiple ports to receive the same data fragment of the Interest packet.
3.4.2 Cache preloading algorithm based on the data correlation
(1) The processing of Interest Packet message
The cache node handles the Interest packet: When the intermediate node receives the Interest
packet, it processes the Interest packet according to the normal CCN process. If it is directly
connected to the network edge node received the Interest of the client sends the Packet, in
accordance with normal CCN process to deal with the Interest of the packet at the same time, the
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Interest in the packet content with port name information into the corresponding queue, and
according to the statistics information update user behavior in the queue.
When the data source node receives the Interest packet, it determines whether there is any other
data fragment in the data source and the correlation between the data fragment and the requested
data fragment is greater than a certain threshold. If the data source node receives the Interest packet,
yes, the name and relevance of these data fragments are responded to the requester with the
requested data along the direction of the Interest Packet message.
(2) Processing of the Statistical Update Packet (SUP)
If the intermediate node receives a statistical update packet (SUP), simply forward the packet. If
the data source node receives a Statistical Update Packet (SUP), the statistics in the packet are
merged with the statistics in the data source node and the data between the data fragments in the
data source is recalculated relativity.
(3) The processing of Data Packet
If the intermediate node receives the Data Packet, first of all determine whether the cache
algorithm need to cache the Data to the paper if you need the Data cache in the CS, and according
to the packet of the relevance of P(dk,…,dn) determine whether need to D={dk,…,dn} is preloaded,
and if the relevant Data is pre-loaded to the cache, the cache flag in the data packet is set, otherwise
the middle node will forward the data packet directly by PIT.
If is the network edge node receives the data packet, and the data packet is directly connected to
its client, is on the edge of the network nodes forward data packet to the client at the same time,
whether the newspaper article data fragmentation has been other intermediate nodes cache, if not,
then the cache data in a Packet fragmentation, and according to the message of the relevance of
P(dk,…,dn) determine whether need to D={dk,…,dn} is preloaded, and the relevant data is
pre-loaded to the cache of the network edge nodes.
Algorithm 1: Data source node
Input: Packet
For each Packet do
If Packet type is Interest Packet then
If P(Interest Packet. Content Name, dk,…,dn)>T then
Initialize the D field and the P(dk,…,dn) field of the data packet with the relevance and
the name of the data fragment;
Send a response to the data packet;
End if
Else
If Packet type is Statistical Update Packet then
Update the user behavior statistics according to the Statistical Update Packet;
Calculate the correlation between data fragments according to formula (2)
End if
End if
End for
Algorithm 2 cache node based on data correlation cache preloading algorithm
For each Packet do
If Packet type is Interest Packet then
If is the first hop of the Interest Packet then
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The Content Name information in the Interest packet is sent to the queue corresponding
to the port;
Updating the user behavior statistics according to the information in the queue;
End if
According to the CCN normal processing process for the Interest Packet message
processing;
End if
Else
If Packet type is Statistical Update Packet then
According to the node in the FIB directly forward Statistics Update Packet, do not need
to record any information in the PIT;
Else
If Packet type is Data Packet message then
If Data Packet is the last hop, Data Packet Cache flag = 0 then
Cache the Data Packet at the last hop of the network edge node;
If P(dk,…,dn )>T then
Preloaded data fragments{dk,…,dn};
End if
End if
Else
According to the cache strategy to determine whether the node needs to cache the data
fragment;
If you need to cache data
Caching data fragments in the CS of the node;
Change the Data Packet's Cache flag to 1;
If P P(dk,…,dn )>T then
Preloaded data fragments{dk,…,dn};
End if
Data Packet according to node PIT;
End if
End if
End if
End if
End for
4 Simulation and performance analysis
This section uses the NS3-based ndnSIM[27] simulation platform to simulate the cache and
preloading algorithm proposed in this paper. The network topology is a random network topology
composed of 40 routing nodes generated by GT-ITM. There are 1000 content objects in the data
source, the content size is 20KB, the cache node CS is initially empty, the cache size is 10MB, the
client requests to reach the poisson distribution, λ = 20 / sec; the user's access mode follows the Zipf
distribution, the cache replacement policy is LRU.
Simulation experiments, under the same environment, the network of the cache using the
algorithm of preloading and without using the algorithm of preloading, respectively in preloading
method, according to the client access behavior of correlation between results calculated data
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fragmentation, and according to the correlation between data fragmentation selective data
preloading. In this paper, the average request delay time was used as an indicator to evaluate its
performance, and the average delay time of the client request was calculated every 5 seconds. The
experimental results are shown in fig.5:

(a)

(b)

Figure 5 Average request delay time trend comparison
As can be seen from the simulation results, there is almost no difference between the preloaded
cache and the no preloaded cache on the requested delay, since CS at the beginning of the cache
node is empty and the client the number of requests for data is still less, according to the client's
access behavior calculated data correlation can not better reflect the relationship between data
fragments, so the cache node CS full before the preloaded cache and no The preloaded cache is not
very different on the requested delay. When the cache node CS is filled for a period of time, there is
a preloaded cache, the client requests the delay time even less than no preload time is longer, this is
because at this time, the correlation can not be a good expression of the relationship between the
data fragments, according to the relevance of the data at this time is not pre-installed data is
required by the client, And in order to preload the data need to replace the original part of the data
in the cache, so that in the case of preloaded cache, the client requests the delay time is longer than
no preload. The number of client requests is increasing, according to the client access behavior
calculated data relevance more objective expression of the relationship between the data fragments,
according to the relevance of the data at this time is likely to be preloaded by the client when the
required data, then there is preloaded cache delay than the preload cache delay is shorter.
According to the Zipf distribution formula, the larger the α, the client's request will be more
hot data, and these high-calorie data is usually cached by the cache node, then no preload cache hit
rate is usually higher, at this point the preload cache on the request to improve the delay time is not
very obvious. when α is small, the preload cache to improve the request delay time is more obvious,
this is because when α is small, the data request concentration tends to smaller, the data that the
possibility of being cached is also smaller and the hit rate of the preloaded cache is reduced. If the
data can be preloaded according to the relationship between the data slices, it will help to improve
the cache hit rate and reduce the client request of the delay time. But when α is too small, the effect
is not obvious, because when α is too small, the client request will be very scattered, then get the
data between the fragments will be very low. In the cache system, it wills not these low-correlation
data are preloaded, even if preloaded，these preloaded data hit rate is not high. FIG. 5(a) and fig.5 (b)
respectively give the average delay time of data requests in preloaded and without preloading
conditions when α=0.7 and α=1.0, from the point of the simulation results, when α=0.7, under the
condition of using the algorithm of preloading, data request the average delay time was reduced by
7.57%, when the α=1.0, under the condition of using the algorithm of preloading, data request the
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average delay time was reduced by 6.25%.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, the cache preloading strategy in the CCN network is analyzed. According to the
user's access behavior, the correlation between the data slices is described by the conditional
probability, and a cache preloading algorithm based on relevance is given. Then, the simulation
experiment is carried out. The experimental results show that the cache nodes in the network can
reduce the delay time by filter and preloading the data of the cache by using the cache preloading
algorithm described in this paper under certain conditions, thus improving the network performance.
The key of this algorithm is the collection of user access behavior according to the user's access
behavior to calculate the correlation between the data fragments. But when the data segmentation
and the number of users access is huge, this direct collection method will become more difficult to
calculate the correlation between the data fragments because it becomes time-consuming. How to
establish a better statistical model to solve these problems will be the next step in the study.
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